Students graduating from Breech are inspired and prepared to lead. The accounting program at Breech effectively prepares students to play prominent roles in a global economy and is ideal for students who desire to become either public or private accountants.
Success in the Classroom

Learning accounting at Breech means valuable interactions with committed professors.

“...The accounting professors have interesting and relevant experience that adds value in the classroom and is incredibly valuable when it comes to finding jobs for students.”

– Wes Bird ’13

Success in Accounting

95% of Drury business graduates report working in their chosen field or progressing on to graduate programs.

“My accounting and finance education provided the entry into my career, but the broad business background that I gained at Breech prepared me to move into other opportunities.”

– Curtis Dinan ’89, Sr. Vice President, Natural Gas, ONEOK, Inc

Spotlight: Kurman Rysal

Kurman completed an auditing internship at BKD in spring 2012. Before his graduation in 2013, he had accepted a position at PwC and sat for and passed two sections of the CPA exam.

Alumni Support

Casey Carroll & Matt Klauser

Matt Klauser ’05 accepted a job with BKD after graduating from the Breech School of Business and is now a manager at the company’s Kansas City location. Despite moving away from Springfield and Drury, he remains connected and is now supervising Drury internships.

Casey Carroll accepted a prestigious internship with BKD – KC for the summer of 2013 and was directly supervised by Klauser. During the internship, Casey worked with BKD’s due diligence team and gained valuable experience that many full-time career accountants don’t ever receive.

Drury accounting students’ CPA exam pass rates are significantly above normal averages for other four-year institutions.